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Background 

 
Tsunamis (pronounced soo-ná-mees), also known as seismic sea waves (mistakenly called “tidal 
waves”), are a series of waves created by an underwater disturbance such as an earthquake, landslide, 
volcanic eruption, or meteorite. A tsunami can move hundreds of kilometres per hour in the open ocean.  

 

 Once the wave approaches the shore, it builds in height. The topography of the coastline and the 
ocean floor will influence the size of the wave. There may be more than one wave and the 
succeeding one may be larger than the one before.  

 

All tsunamis are potentially dangerous, even though they may not damage every coastline they strike. 
A tsunami could strike almost anywhere along the New Zealand coastline. 

 

Earthquake-induced movement of the ocean floor most often generates tsunamis. If a major earthquake 
or undersea landslide occurs close to shore, the first wave in a series could reach the beach in a few 
minutes, even before a warning is issued.  

 

Drowning is the most common cause of death associated with a tsunami. Tsunami waves and the 
receding water are very destructive to structures in the run-up zone. Other hazards include flooding, 
contamination of drinking water, and fires from gas lines or ruptured tanks. 

 

In a tsunami event, Surf Life Saving’s resources can be best utilized post-event where significant 
amounts of people can be sucked into the ocean as the water recedes/draws back. 

 

Ministry of Civil Defence and Emergency Management (MCDEM) advise Tsunami alerts in two categories: 

1) Tsunami Advisory: Notification of a potential Tsunami being assessed. 
 

2) Tsunami Warning: Threat to New Zealand 
 

SLSNZ will at all times appoint a staff member who is responsible for activating the SLS 
Tsunami Alert Response Plan. 

 
Ministry of Civil Defence and Emergency Management and GNS Science/GeoNet will seek to 
monitor for, detect, and provide threat advice for all Tsunami. However, it may not be possible to 
issue warnings in sufficient time and/or accuracy in the case of local source tsunami (a tsunami 
generated in conjunction with a nearby large earthquake, volcanic activity or undersea landslide). 
So Lifeguards should not wait for an official warning; instead they should act on the “Long or 
Strong, Get Gone” advice. They must take immediate action to evacuate the beach and go to 
predetermined evacuation zones, or in the absence of predetermined evacuation zones, go to 
high ground or go inland. Natural signs include: 
 
 ● experience strong earthquakes (hard to stand up), or 
 
 ● experience weak earthquakes lasting for a minute or more, or  
 
 ● observe strange sea behaviour such as the sea level rising and falling unusually, or hear the     
    sea making loud and unusual noises or roaring like a jet engine. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 



 

 

Surf Life Saving Tsunami Alert Response Plan    (during patrol hours) 
 
In the event of Surf Life Saving New Zealand being advised by the Ministry of Civil Defence and 
Emergency Management (MCDEM) of a “National Warning – Tsunami Threat “the following 
action plan will be implemented. 

 
 

1. Upon receiving a “National Warning – Tsunami Threat – Local Source” from MCDEM, 
SLSNZ will alert both regional offices and all clubs. Clubs will be alerted through Surf Com’s 
alphanumeric text/SMS service. 

 
2. At all times, the Patrol Captain shall stay in charge of the patrol’s response 

 
a. The patrol team is immediately briefed on the patrols response 

 
b. The public are immediately advised to promptly leave the beach and to head to high 

ground 
 

c. Close the beach (remove the patrol flags and advise patrons the beach is closed due 
to a tsunami warning). 

 
d. Every person that receives this message will evacuate as per their community response 

plan. NO attempt to recover any equipment from Clubhouse/Clubrooms 

 
e. Wait at the designated “green zone” until the area is cleared by the local civil defence 

and emergency management coordinator before responding following the tsunami 
event or you are notified of an ALL CLEAR 

 
3. Upon receiving a “National Warning – Tsunami Threat to Beach and Marine areas” or a 

“National Warning – Tsunami Threat to Land and Marine areas” from MCDEM, SLSNZ 
will alert both regional offices and all clubs. Clubs will be alerted through Surf Com’s 
alphanumeric text/SMS service. 

. 
4. At all times, the Patrol Captain shall stay in charge of the patrol’s response 

 
a. The patrol team is immediately briefed on the patrols response 
b. The public are immediately advised to promptly leave the beach and to head to high 

ground. 
c. If time permits, close the beach (remove the patrol flags and advise patrons the beach 

is closed due to a tsunami warning). 

d. If time permits, activate the club’s tsunami alert response plan which will be in section 
A of the Patrol Operations Manual. 

e. Wait at the designated “green zone” until the area is cleared by the local civil defence 
and emergency management coordinator before responding following the tsunami 
event or you are notified of an ALL CLEAR 
 

5. Each club will put into action its individual/local tsunami alert response plan which will be 
outlined in the club Patrol Operations Manual (section A). In addition, each Surf Life Saving 
regional office will have in place an operational policy which outlines how it will respond 
following the tsunami alert. 

 
6. As with any incident, Safety of members and the Public is the priority. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Surf Life Saving Tsunami Alert Response Plan    (out of season or outside of patrol hours) 
 

In the event of Surf Life Saving New Zealand being advised by the Ministry of Civil Defence and 
Emergency Management (MCDEM) of a “National Warning – Tsunami Threat – LOCAL 
SOURCE” the following action plan will be implemented. 

 
 

7. Upon receiving a “National Warning – Tsunami Threat – Local Source” from MCDEM, 
SLSNZ will alert both regional offices and all clubs. Clubs will be alerted through Surf Com’s 
alphanumeric text/SMS service. 

 
8. Every person that receives this message will evacuate as per their community response 

plan. NO ONE is to attempt to recover any equipment from Clubhouse/Club. 
 

     Upon receiving a “National Warning – Tsunami Threat to Beach and Marine areas” or a       
“National Warning – Tsunami Threat to Land and Marine areas” from MCDEM, SLSNZ will alert 
both regional offices and all clubs. Clubs will be alerted through Surf Com’s alphanumeric text/SMS 
service. 
 

9. Each club will put into action its individual/local tsunami alert response plan which will be 
outlined in the club Patrol Operations Manual (section A). In addition, each Surf Life Saving 
regional office will have in place an operational policy which outlines how it will respond 
following the tsunami alert. 

 

10. Both club’s and regional offices (that house rescue assets including IRB’s, Radio Equipment, 
Resuscitation and First Aid Equipment) must include the following in its tsunami alert response 
plan: 

 

a. How the facility will be accessed (if NOT immediate evacuation required) to enable 
equipment to be removed 

b. The contact phone number (mobile) of the civil defence coordinator for the area 
(normally administered via your local council). This person should be contacted once 
people and rescue resources have been successfully re-located to the green zone. 

 

Advise the local CDEM coordinator of 
i. Where you are 
ii. What resources you have (both people and equipment) 
iii. How you can be contacted (radio channel, cell number etc) 
iv. It is advised that each year the club makes contact with its CDEM coordinator 

and ensures they are aware of the club’s tsunami alert response plan. 
 

c. Identification of specifically which equipment will be removed from the facility including 
IRB’s, Radio Equipment, Resuscitation and First Aid Equipment. 

d. How the equipment will be transported away from the facility to the club’s designated 
“green zone”. 

e. Location of (i.e. Grid Reference, Address and directions) a designated “green zone”. 
This should be an area identified by Civil Defence for within your community, with 
relatively easy access to ensure equipment and people can be transported in timely 
fashion, large enough to fit the resources being transported. 

f. A list of people (i.e. a call out squad or similar) who are available to respond following 
activation of the tsunami alert response plan. This should include a contact cell phone 
number (this will be programmed into the Surf Com dispatch software to ensure all clubs 
and staff are advised in a timely fashion). 

 

11. Wait at the designated “green zone” until the area is cleared by the local civil defence and 
emergency management coordinator before responding following the tsunami event or you 
are notified of a ‘ALL CLEAR’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

In the event of Surf Life Saving New Zealand being advised by the Ministry of Civil Defence and Emergency 
Management (CDEM) of a “National Advisory – Large Pacific Earthquake Being Assessed” or 
“National Advisory – Earthquake Being Assessed” the following action plan will be implemented. 

 
1. All clubs and regional offices will receive a standby message through SurfCom. 

 
2. On receiving this message, clubs and offices should ensure people are aware and   prepared 

to respond ASAP should the tsunami alert be upgraded to “National Warning”. If this happens, 
the procedure listed above for “National Warning” shall be executed. 

 
3. If Beaches are being Patrolled, then clubs must ensure the Patrol Captain has been notified. 

 
4. Activate the club’s tsunami alert response plan which will be in section A of the Patrol 

Operations Manual. 
 
 

 
Tsunami Travel Times 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

Tsunami Generating causes 
 

Earthquake source: Local earthquakes have the potential to produce catastrophic tsunami, with run-up 

heights of 10m or more, at the New Zealand coast. The impact depends on the source of tsunami 
i.e. earthquake, volcano, landslide. Generally, earthquakes are the predominant source of local 
tsunami and the impact depends on extent of fault rupture and seafloor deformation, which in turn 
depends on the magnitude and other characteristics of the earthquake. A tsunami resulting from 
a very large, 200-300 km long rupture of the Hikurangi Trench located on the east coast of the 
North Island, could affect 200-300 km or more of the nearby coast with large run-up heights. Such 
an event could cause severely damaging waves along much of the east coast and in the Chatham 
Islands. 
 
Subduction zone Tsunami: New Zealand has three subduction zones, capable of generating 
tsunami; the Kermadec Trench, the Hikurangi Trench and the Puysegur Trench. Each has the 
potential to generate earthquakes greater than magnitude 8. For locations closest to these 
sources, very large damaging waves could arrive within minutes. These subduction zones can 
also behave as regional sources for locations further away within New Zealand and the 
Chatham Islands, in that the first wave arrival could be one hour after fault rupture in these 
locations. The return period for tsunami generating earthquakes on all of New Zealand’s 
subduction zones is unknown as no significant events have occurred in historic times and 
subduction plate research under the ocean floor is a relatively new area of research in New 
Zealand. 
 
Onshore active faults: Many onshore faults extend offshore and are present in all regions of 
New Zealand except Northland, and there are few in Auckland, Southland and Otago (from 
GNS Science’s New Zealand Active Fault Database). Large movements on these faults have 
the potential to cause tsunami, where the earthquake is of sufficient magnitude and the seabed 
is deformed in a particular way to create a tsunami, or where movement causes large 
submarine landslides. The recurrence intervals of most onshore active faults in New Zealand 
are reasonably well defined, with the most active faults and those near major urban areas being 
the best understood. Onshore active faults extending offshore are considered to be important 
sources for localised tsunami, but not likely to generate widespread impacts across multiple 
regions. Historical events from such sources include the Wairarapa earthquake and tsunami of 
1855, and the Kaikōura earthquake of 2017, during which multiple faults ruptured onshore and 
offshore. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For any further questions or for advice on establishing your club tsunami 
alert response plan, please contact SLSNZ 



 

 



 

 

 


